**Xcmg Truck Mounted Crane Sq6.3sk2q/Sq6.3sk3q**

Main parameters:
Max lifting capacity 6.3t
Max lifting moment: 15.7
Recommend power: 20kw
Installation space: 2290mm
Slewing angle (900°)All Rotation
Slewing angle (360°)All Rotation

Main configuration:
*Chassis CA1163P7K2L3E ;CA1176PK2L9T3A95 CA1170PK2L7T3EA80, as per customer's demand

Optional parts:
* Remote control equipment
* Moment limited valve
* High seat on column
*Jib
* Assistant stabilizer leg
* Anti-over wind magnet valve
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**Advantages of Xcmg Truck Mounted Crane Sq6.3sk2q/Sq6.3sk3q**

*Single cylinder synchronization guy cable technology make work efficiency higher than before.
* Advanced development means to make sure that the design is very reliable.
*Anti-slewing impulse equipment that makes vehicle running safety
*Float three-point bridge structure design can lower the accessional stress on the chassis when traveling.

XCMG telescopic mobile crane is a hot star in the world. Our truck mounted crane used the independent technology. The single cylinder synchronization guy cable technology makes mounted crane work efficiency higher than before. The advanced development
means make sure that the design of mounted crane is very reliable. The more symmetrical center design of pentagon and hexagon boom make mounted crane has bigger anti-bending capacity. The compact hinge point design takes up smaller space. The work of mounted crane is more safety after fitted with overwind alarm equipment. The integer lifting winch improved the work efficiency of mounted crane greatly and prolonged work life of hydraulic system. The float three-point bridge structure design of truck mounted crane can lower the accession stress on the chassis when traveling. The self-designed and developed slewing machine with greater drive force of mounted crane can meet varied requirements of working situation. The anti-slewing impulse equipment that makes vehicle running safely.

Find us for more details